Your Remote’s Color-Coded Buttons & What They Do

The A, B, C & D buttons add functionality to your IPTV service. These buttons can be used outside of any menus or while viewing the guide.

WHEN NOT IN THE MENU

**App Menu**
From this menu, you are given three sub-menus: Games, Weather, and “What’s Hot.”

The Games menu allows you to play one of the following games: Memory, Minesweeper, Solitaire, Spider Solitaire, and Sudoku. When playing either type of Solitaire, the channel currently being viewed will appear in a smaller box in the bottom right of the screen.

The Weather menu allows you to view the current weather in multiple cities and is also accessed by pressing the C function button.

The “What’s Hot” menu showcases popular programs that others are watching. This view can be switched between “TV,” “Recordings,” and “Series.” Additionally, there are options to search, filter, and watch shows from their beginning, depending on which view you have selected. Searching is accessed via the yellow A button, filtering is done with the blue B button, and watching from the beginning is done with the green D button. Filtering swaps between programs, categories of shows, sports, movies, or all.

**TV View** shows currently airing programs that are most popular among viewers. This view allows for searching, filtering between categories, and watching programs from their beginning.

**Recordings View** shows the most frequently recorded programs among viewers & allows for searching and filtering between categories.

**Series View** shows the most popular TV series among viewers. This view only allows for searching.

**Currently, this button does not have a function while viewing television and is solely used in conjunction with other menus in the system.**

**Weather Information Widget**
This button is for the Weather Information Widget and brings up a small window showing the current weather. You can swap through a selection of local cities to view the weather in that area. While viewing the weather, you can press the D button to pull up a 5-day forecast for the city you currently have selected. Pressing the A button will show a radar view of recent weather activity for the selected city. While viewing the radar view, pressing the B button will toggle between a recap of recent weather activity and a view of the current weather activity.

**System Messages**
This button pulls up a list of any system messages you have received and allows you to read and delete system messages that are sent to the IPTV system.

WHEN VIEWING THE GUIDE

**Search for future airings of a program.** This feature does not work for all programs.

**Filters through the following program categories:** All Channels (this is the default), Subscribed Channels, Sports Channels, Entertainment Channels, News Channels, Infotainment Channels & HD Channels.

**Closes the guide and pulls up the Weather Information Widget.**

**Allows you to watch a program from the start.** This feature does not work for all programs.